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ABSTRACT 
 
Solar cells are a renewable energy source that utilizes sunlight 
as a generator of electrical energy. Increasing the efficiency of 
solar cells can be done by stratifying several semiconductors 
that have different energy gaps or commonly referred to as 
multi-junctions. Simulations carried out using the PC1D 
application which is a freeware application. In this study, the 
semiconductor materials used in modelling triple-junction 
solar cells are Al0.3Ga0.7As, GaAs and Ge. The results of this 
study, the output produced is in the form of Isc, Voc, Pmax, 
and IV Curve. The simulated solar cell produces Pmax for 
Al0.3Ga0.7As, GaAs and Ge are respectively 14.6 mW, 10.71 
mW, and 3.18 mW. Each simulated semiconductor also has 
individual efficiencies of 10.68%, 7.83%, and 2.33%. The 
total efficiency of the solar cells is 20.84%. The efficiency of 
the solar cell simulation results was 0.48% higher than the 
solar cells that have been studied previously. 
 
Keywords: Triple-Junction, Solar Cell, Simulation, 
Renewable Energy, PC1D Application 
 
1. INTRODUCTION 
 

World energy demand continues to grow by 28%, starting 
from 2015 to 2040. The greatest development of energy needs 
comes from countries that are not included in the Economic 
Cooperation and Development (ECD) organization, and the 
demand that occurs is due to economic development, in 
particular in Asia [1]. The increasing need for energy gave 
further consideration must be made to avoid an energy crisis. 
Researchers suggest renewable energy as an alternative 
energy source for the future, where this energy is humanity's 
biggest challenge in the 21st century [2-5]. The sun is an 
example of a renewable energy source that is always there 
every day. Energy from the sun can be extracted using a 
device called a solar cell [6]. Solar cells are a technology that 
converts sunlight into electrical energy [7-12]. The main 
material of solar cells is a semiconductor material which is 
generally in the form of silicon, germanium, gallium arsenide, 

 
 

or compounds formed from the elements of group III and IV 
[13]. 

The amount of energy gap for each material used for solar 
cells is different [14]. This can be used to form a multijunction 
solar cell where the solar cell is composed of several layers 
consisting of various kinds of semiconductor materials. 
Semiconductor materials with a higher energy gap are placed 
on the top layer, while semiconductor materials with the 
lowest energy gap are placed on the lowest layer [14]. The 
benefits of making multi-junction solar cells have the aim of 
increasing the absorption power of solar cells which leads to 
an increase in the efficiency of solar cells [15]. Making 
surface texturing on the top layer of solar cells is very helpful 
to reduce the energy lost due to light reflection that occurs 
during the energy absorption process [16]. 

In theory, the efficiency of solar cells made with 
multi-junction structures reaches 41.6% under ideal 
conditions and this theoretical study is almost the same as 
laboratory studies [17]. A theoretical or simulated calculation 
is very useful prior to laboratory experiments. The PC1D 
program is a freeware application that can be used to simulate 
solar cells to obtain a high level of efficiency. 

In 2013, the same study was conducted by Sobirin [14]. He 
has simulated triple-junction solar cell modelling using layers 
of Al0.3Ga0.7As, InP, and Ge. The solar cells from Sobirin's 
research showed that the solar cells he simulated showed an 
efficiency of 38.86% for Model 1 and 20.26% for Model 2. 

This study discusses the design simulation of triple-junction 
solar cells with layers of Al0.3Ga0.7As, GaAs, and Ge 
especially for Model 2 of triple-junction solar cells and the 
effect of adding surface texturing on cell efficiency.  

 

2. RESEARCH METHODS 
 
In the research, the triple-junction solar cell modelling 
simulation uses the PC1D application to find the values of Isc, 
Voc, and Pmax by adjusting the thickness and doping and the 
initial intensity is given 0.1367 W/cm2 with a black body 
radiation spectrum at a temperature of 5523 K. As well as the 
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calculation of absorption using numerical calculation 
applications, namely MATLAB. 

 
3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
 
Assuming the sun has a temperature of 6000 K with a 
wavelength of between 100 nm to 2500 nm, the black body 
radiation emitted by the sun to the earth surface can be seen 
graphically in Figure 1. 

 

 
Figure 1: The spectrum of black body radiation on the earth surface 

 

The intensity of solar radiation received by the first 
semiconductor (Al0.3Ga0.7As) is 1367 W/m2 which has a 
thickness of 2.98 µm according to Table 1.  

Table 1: Input parameters of the simulation of solar cells  

Layer Intensity 
(W/cm2) 

Thick 
(µm) 

Wavelength 
(nm) 

P Doping 
(cm-3) 

N Doping 
(cm-3) 

Al0.3Ga0.7As 0.1367 2.98 0 - 2500 1.00E + 19 1.00E + 20 

GaAs 0.0523 4.95 0 - 2500 1.00E + 18 1.00E + 20 

Ge 0.0249 5.63 0 - 2500 1.00E + 17 1.00E + 18 

 

The optimal thickness (2.98 µm) to get an outflow of 11.9 
mW, then transmit the intensity of solar radiation of 523 
W/m2 which will then be absorbed by the second layer, 
namely the GaAs layer which has a thickness of 4.95 µm. 
From the GaAs layer with these specifications, it can absorb 
the intensity of solar radiation of 274 W/m2 and transmits 249 
W/m2 of solar radiation which can then be reused for the last 
layer with germanium (Ge) semiconductors. The germanium 
layer has a thickness of 5.63 µm which can absorb the 
intensity of solar radiation of 226 W/m2 and transmits 23 
W/m2 to the environment. The triple-junction solar cell 
scheme that has been described can be seen in Figure 2.  

The thickness of a semiconductor is very influential on the 
resulting performance. This factor comes from the intensity of 
solar radiation received and the energy gap of the 
semiconductor itself. The easiest way to improve the 
performance of the semiconductors used is to change the 

thickness. The thicker the semiconductor layer used, the 
smaller the energy gap required. Therefore, the thickness of 
the semiconductors is sorted from the smallest to the top layer 
[14]. 

 

 
Figure 2: The simulation result of triple-junction solar cell 

transmission intensity 

In addition to thickness, the addition of doping will greatly 
affect the output value that will be released from the 
semiconductors used due to the intensity of solar radiation. In 
this study, the doping value for P type and N type of each 
semiconductor used has the same value as the solar cell from 
the previous simulation as a second comparison parameter 
other than outflow (parameters can be seen in Table 1). The 
simulated solar cell schematic can be seen in the following 
Figure 3. 
 

 
Figure 3: The simulation of triple-junction solar cell modelling 

Solar cell modelling was carried out using three types of 
semiconductors with energy gaps arranged from the highest in 
the top layer to the lowest in the lowest layer. The 
semiconductors used consist of Al0.3Ga0.7As (Eg = 1.8 eV), 
GaAs (Eg = 1.424 eV), and Ge (Eg = 0.667 eV). 
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The absorption area of sunlight energy from the three 
semiconductors used in the modelling is very different [14]. 
This happens because the energy gap possessed by each 
semiconductor is different from the others. Semiconductor 
Al0.3Ga0.7As is able to absorb sunlight energy ranging from a 
wavelength of 100 nm to 652 nm. GaAs can absorb sunlight 
energy with a wavelength of up to 808 nm. 

The last layer (Ge) is able to absorb sunlight energy with a 
wavelength of up to 1612 nm. This statement can be seen in 
Figure 4. The difference in the absorption of sunlight energy 
from the three semiconductors used can produce a 
combination called a triple-junction which has the function of 
increasing utilization, solar energy into electrical energy [14]. 

 
Figure 4: Absorption coefficient graphs of Al0.3Ga0.7As,    

GaAs, and Ge 
 

Then, for the energy gap of each semiconductor used is very 
different, the intensity of solar radiation that can be absorbed 
by each semiconductor will be different [14]. The 
Al0.3Ga0.7As  layer is only able to absorb the intensity of solar 
radiation ranging from a wavelength of 100 nm to 698 nm. 
Furthermore, the GaAs layer can absorb this radiation ranging 
from wavelengths of 651 nm to 875 nm. Finally, the Ge layer 
can absorb the intensity of solar radiation with a wavelength 
of 852 nm to 1870 nm (Figure 5). 

 
 

Figure 5: Absorption curves between semiconductor layers 

 
Figure 6: Current-Voltage Curve of Solar Cell 

 

Table 2: .Solar cell simulation output parameters 

Layer Voc  
(V) 

Isc  
(A) 

Pmax  
(mW) 

Fill Factor  
(%) 

Efficiency 
(%) 

Al0.3Ga0.7As 1.355 0.0119 14.60 90.55 10.68 

Ga As 1.019 0.0119 10.71 88.32 7.83 

Ge 0.356 0.0119 3.18 75.15 2.33 

Total of Solar Cell Efficiency 20.84 

    Figure 6 is a graph of the output results in the form of Isc, Voc, 
Pmax, and IV-curve (current-voltage curve) based on the 
results of the research output listed in Table 2. The simulated 
solar cells produce Pmax for Al0.3Ga0.7As, GaAs, and Ge, 
respectively of 14.6 mW, 10.71 mW, and 3.18 mW. Each 
simulated semiconductor also has individual efficiencies of 
10.68%, 7.83%, and 2.33%. The total efficiency of the solar 
cells is 20.84%. The efficiency of the triple-junction solar cell 
simulation results was 0.48% higher than the triple-junction 
solar cell produced by the study [14] with the same Isc value, 
namely Model 2. 
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Figure 7: Surface texturing in the simulation for the type of front 

surface (E) and type of rear surface for layer (B). 

 
The simulation results with surface texturing using the PC1D 
program produce data that are inconsistent with reality. In 
general, the use of surface texturing aims to improve the 
performance of semiconductors.  
 
Table 3: Simulation results with the addition of a front surface type 

surface texturing (ST) to the first layer 
 

ST 
Thickness  

(µm) 

ST 
Angle 

(0) 

Isc  
(A) 

PMax  
(W) 

Voc 
 (V) 

0.001 15 0.0119 0.0146 -1.355 
0.01 15 0.0119 0.0146 -1.355 
0.1 15 0.0119 0.0146 -1.355 
1 15 0.0119 0.0146 -1.355 

0.001 30 0.0118 0.0145 -1.355 
0.01 30 0.0118 0.0145 -1.355 
0.1 30 0.0118 0.0145 -1.355 
1 30 0.0117 0.0143 -1.354 

0.001 45 0.0117 0.0144 -1.355 
0.01 45 0.0117 0.0144 -1.355 
0.1 45 0.0117 0.0143 -1.354 
1 45 0.0113 0.0138 -1.353 

 
 
 

 
Table 4: Simulation results with the addition of rear surface type 

surface texturing (ST) to the first layer 

ST 
Thickness  

(µm) 

ST 
Angle 

(0) 

Isc  
(A) 

PMax  
(W) 

Voc 
(V) 

0.001 60 0.0116 0.0142 -1.354 
0.01 60 0.0116 0.0142 -1.354 
0.1 60 0.0114 0.0140 -1.354 
1 60 0.0105 0.0129 -1.351 

0.001 75 0.0133 0.0139 -1.354 
0.01 75 0.0133 0.0138 -1.353 
0.1 75 0.0108 0.0132 -1.352 
1 75 0.0087 0.0106 -1.346 

 
However, the simulation results show that the performance of 
the first layer decreases when the surface texturing parameters 
are added as in Table 3 for front surface type surface texturing 
and Table 4 for rear surface type surface texturing which has 
been illustrated in Figure 7. According to [14], stated that the 
PC1D application does not consider how much light is 
reflected when added with surface texturing so that the use of 
surface texturing in the PC1D simulation program is less 
effective. 

 

4. CONCLUSION 
 
Triple-junction solar cells made by semiconductors, 
Al0.3Ga0.7As, GaAs, and Ge has 0.48% higher efficiency 
compared to triple-junction solar cells with layers of 
Al0.3Ga0.7As, InP, and Ge. This occurs because the energy gap 
of GaAs semiconductors is higher than that of InP 
semiconductors. 

Surface texturing simulation using PC1D program cannot 
produce data that is in accordance with the theory. The theory 
says that the addition of surface texturing can increase the 
efficiency of solar cells, but the simulation results in lowering 
the performance of solar cells. This happened because the 
PC1D program during the simulation was assumed to be ideal. 
As a result, the use of surface texturing in the simulation is 
considered as additional resistance for solar cells. 
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